RAIDX: RAID without striping
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Abstract—Each disk of traditional RAID is logically divided into stripe units, and stripe units at the same location on each disk form a stripe. Thus, RAID striping forces homogeneity on its disks. Now, consider a heterogeneous array of hard disks, solid state disks, and RAM storage devices, with various access speeds and sizes. If this array is organized as a RAID system, then larger disks have wasted space and faster disks are under utilized. This paper proposes RAIDX, a new organization for a heterogeneous array. RAIDX disks are divided into chunks; larger disks have more chunks. Chunks from one or more disks are grouped into bundles, and RAIDX bundles chunks of data across its disks. The heterogeneity of disks causes unbalanced load distribution with some under-utilized disks and some bottleneck disks. To balance load across disks, RAIDX moves most frequently accessed chunks to under-utilized, faster disks and least frequently used chunks to larger, slower disks. Chunk remapping is done at the RAIDX level and does not impact file system to storage addressing. Experiments comparing local and networked RAIDX against local RAID show that RAIDX has faster throughput than RAID when the array is composed of heterogeneous disks: local RAIDX is 2.5x faster than RAID; networked RAIDX is 1.6x faster than local RAID.

I. INTRODUCTION

RAID technology transforms an array of small, cheap disks into a storage system with large capacity, low failure rate, and high performance. The acronym, RAID, stands for Redundant Array of Independent/Inexpensive Disks, but it could also stand for Redundant Array of Identical Disks since RAID configuration assumes that the disks have identical capacity and speed. The performance of a parallel system is dependent on the slowest component, so disk homogeneity allows for the superior performance of RAID. However, the homogeneous disk constraint limits the applicability of RAID. With the emergence of Solid State Disks (SSDs), it would be useful to put together a RAID consisting of expensive, fast SSDs and the cheaper, slower disks. Moreover, when an old failed disk is replaced by a larger disk, it would be advantageous to incorporate the greater capacity and speed of the new disk. This paper addresses the problem of integrating heterogeneous disks into a RAID array.

In RAID, storage data are striped (distributed row-wise) across all the disks in the array. A stripe unit is the smallest block of addressable data. A stripe refers to all the stripe units at the same location on each disk. When a file is stored sequentially, the file’s data are written on consecutive stripes spanning all disks. There are several RAID levels, which differ in how data and redundancy are striped. Two common RAID levels are RAID5 and RAID10. In RAID5, every stripe has a parity stripe unit; in case a stripe unit is corrupted, the corresponding parity stripe unit is used to regenerate the data. In RAID10, data are striped across all the disks, and every stripe unit has a copy to protect against single disk failure.

A common feature in all RAID levels is that stripe units from a stripe are at identical locations on each disk. This feature facilitates quick mapping from logical to physical space and ensures load balancing across the disks. However, when a disk in an array is replaced by a larger disk, the extra space in the new disk is wasted since the number of stripe units on this new disk cannot exceed the number of stripe units on the smallest disk in the set. Another disadvantage of RAID striping is that faster disks in the array are under-utilized, so it is wasteful to add fast disks to a RAID array. Thus, RAID striping is inefficient for an array of heterogeneous disks.

This paper proposes RAIDX, a new RAID technology for disks with varying capacities and speeds. The design objectives of RAIDX are to ensure that capacity of larger disks be included in the array and to ensure that slower disks are not bottlenecks. RAIDX has no stripe units, and it does not stripe data across its disks. RAIDX bundles data across its disks. A bundle need not span all disks of the array. Bundles are composed of storage blocks called chunks, with at most one chunk per disk. Chunks from a bundle need not be at identical locations on each disk. The assignment of chunks to bundles may be dynamically remapped. This feature of RAIDX is used to balance the inherent imbalance of RAIDX disks. When a disk becomes a bottleneck, most frequently used chunks from the disk are dynamically remapped to an under-utilized, faster disk. The remapping of bundles does not impact the file system or its address mapping.

Prior papers on RAID for heterogeneous disks have considered various data organization schemes that balance load and utilize faster disks efficiently. Several papers [1], [2] have proposed organizing multiple levels of RAID; lower RAID levels equalize the storage capacity of disks and higher RAID level perform the redundancy. Some papers [3]–[5] have proposed striping schemes for dissimilar sized disks. Recent papers [6]–[9] have studied RAID for arrays consisting of SSDs and HDDs - RAID is constructed on HDDs and a cache is constructed on SSDs. Prior papers have all used striping.

We believe that we are the first to propose a non-striping organization for heterogeneous arrays. In earlier work [10], we proposed a chunk as the basic organizational block of a RAIDX array. In this paper, we extend this mechanism by bundling chunks of data across disks and developing a dynamic assignment of chunks to bundles. Our experiments show that RAIDX is faster than RAID when the array consists...
of SSDs and HDDs.

II. RAIDX ARCHITECTURE

RAIDX disks are divided into equal sized chunks - the basic storage unit. A RAIDX chunk is equivalent to a RAID stripe unit. The number of chunks on a disk depends on its capacity. Figure 1 shows a RAIDX array with 4 disks of unequal sizes; disk 1 has 7 chunks, disks 2 and 4 have 4 chunks each, and disk 3 has 5 chunks. Chunks are grouped into bundles. Each bundle consists of at most 1 chunk from each disk of the array, and bundles of an array have the same number of chunks. If a disk has two chunks in a bundle, then the failure of that disk would mean the loss of multiple pieces in a single-redundancy bundle. In Figure 1, each bundle consists of 3 chunks; bundle 1 consists of the first chunk (labeled B1 : B1-1, B1-2, B1-3) from disk 1 (B1-1), disk 3 (B3-1), disk 2 (B2-1), disk 3 (B3-2), and disk 4 (B4-1), and so on. The label Bx-y represents the yth chunk from bundle number x. A bundle is similar to a stripe, but bundles and stripes are fundamentally different. The number of chunks in a bundle may be less than the number of disks in the array, chunks of a bundle need not be at identical locations on each disk, and two bundles may contain chunks located on different set of disks within the array. Figure 2 shows a RAIDX array with 2 chunks per bundle.

RAIDX allows two types of redundancy, namely, parity and copy. In RAIDX-parity, each bundle contains a parity chunk; thus, RAIDX-parity is similar to RAID5. Assume that the RAIDX array of Figure 1 is RAIDX-parity with 3 chunks in a bundle: the third chunk of each bundle could be the parity chunk. In RAIDX-copy, each bundle consists of a chunk and its mirror; thus, RAIDX-copy is similar to RAID10. Assume that the RAIDX array of Figure 2 is RAIDX-copy: each bundle consists of 2 identical chunks - a chunk and its mirror. There is also RAIDX-zero which offers no redundancy and behaves like a mixture of RAID0 (horizontal striping) and JBOD (vertical striping) configurations.

For a RAIDX array, two input parameters are: 1) the size of a chunk and 2) the number of chunks in a bundle. The factors that determine the size of a stripe unit are relevant to determining the size of a chunk. A chunk size could be 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 64KB, 256KB, or greater (similar to selection of stripe unit sizes).

The number of chunks in a bundle, bundle length \( L \), could be a minimum of 1 and a maximum of \( D \), the number of disks in the array. The allocation of chunks to bundles has more options when the value of \( L \) is small. The smallest \( L \) value depends on the redundancy level: for RAIDX-parity, \( L=3 \); for RAIDX-copy, \( L=2 \); for RAIDX-zero, \( L=1 \). There are three cases: \( L=1 \), \( L=D \), \( 1 < L < D \). Below, we discuss the three cases.

The first case is 1 chunk per bundle (\( L=1 \)). Here, the number of bundles on each disk is equal to the number of chunks on the disk (given by the disk's size divided by chunk size). This level of RAIDX has maximum capacity and no redundancy; we call it RAIDX-zero. The number of bundles, \( B \), in the array is equal to the sum of number of chunks on all the disks. The bundles may be numbered as follows: bundle 1 (B1-1) consists of first chunk on disk 1, B2-1 consists of first chunk on disk 2, B3-1 consists of first chunk on disk 3, and so on.

The next case is \( D \) chunks per bundle (\( L=D \)) where \( D \) is the number of disks in the array. Here, the number of bundles in the array, \( B \), is equal to the number of chunks on the smallest disk. Each bundle consists of 1 chunk from each disk. If each bundle consists of chunks at an identical location on each disk, then RAIDX is similar to RAID.

The final, most common case is \( 1 < L < D \); when the bundle length is greater than 1 but less than the number of disks in the array. There may be different strategies for assigning chunks to bundles. A simple allocation strategy that maximizes utilization of all disks is as follows: calculate the maximum number of chunks for each disk (disk size divided by chunk size). Initially, all chunks are unassigned to any bundle. Bundle to chunk assignment: B1 is assigned chunks from the \( L \) disks with greatest number of non-assigned chunks; next B2 is assigned chunks from the \( L \) disks with the greatest number of remaining unassigned chunks, and so on, until there is no space for further complete bundle assignment. For example, consider Figure 1 where \( L=3 \), and Figure 2 where \( L=2 \). In Figure 1: B1 consists of chunks from the three disks (D1, D2, D3) with maximum unassigned chunks; B2 consists of chunks from the three disks (D1, D3, D4) with the maximum remaining unassigned chunks, and so on. In Figure 2: B1 consists of chunks from the disks with the maximum number of unassigned chunks (D1, D3); B2 consists of chunks from the disks with the maximum number of remaining unassigned chunks (D1, D2), and so on.

The number of bundles in an array, \( B \), is inversely proportional to the bundle length \( L \). In Figure 1, \( B=6 \); in Figure 2, \( B=10 \). Intuitively, the degree of parallelism seems directly proportional to the bundle length, and \( L=D \) results in maximum parallelism. Reconsider Figures 1 and 2: \( L=4 \) with chunks bundled across all disks has parallelism of 4. However, \( L=2 \), can also result in maximum parallelism depending on how bundles are assigned to chunks. For example, suppose B1 is assigned to chunks from D1, D2, and B2 is assigned to chunks from D3, D4, and assignment continues in this manner. Thus, the degree of parallelism is determined both by the bundle length and the bundle allocation policy.

III. RAIDX LOOKUP TABLE

In RAID, stripe numbers are assigned to stripe units implicitly: stripe 1 consists of the first stripe unit from each disk, stripe 2 consists of the second stripe unit from each disk, and stripe i consists of the \( i^{th} \) stripe unit from each disk. In RAIDX, bundle numbers are assigned to chunks by a bundle allocation strategy, so a data structure that explicitly maps bundle numbers to chunks is required. The chunks in bundle \( i \) (Bi) are found by using a lookup table that maps bundle numbers to disk numbers and to the chunk number within the disk.

At boot time, a bundle-lookup table (or RAIDX-lookup table) is constructed from the disk-lookup arrays; a RAIDX-lookup maps bundle numbers to chunk addresses. The RAIDX-lookup associated with Figure 1 is explained here. Bundle 1 is mapped to the first chunk in disks 1, 3, 2, so it may be written as: b[1]=[(1,1),(3,1),(2,1)] where (1,1) refers to disk 1, chunk 1; (2,1) refers to disk 2, chunk 1; (3,1) refers to disk 3 chunk 1. Similarly, for bundle 2, b[2]=[(1,2),(3,2),(4,1)], bundle 3, b[3]=[(1,3),(2,1),(3,3)], and so on.

Every request arriving at a RAIDX array is mapped to the correct disk location via the lookup table which is sorted and has a fixed size. Mapping request addresses to disk locations can be done directly in RAID; address mapping in RAIDX has a lookup overhead.

IV. PERFORMANCE TUNER

A RAIDX array is inherently unbalanced; the disks differ in sizes and speeds. In RAIDX, data are bundled across the heterogeneous disks of the array. A request that is bundled across several disks is completed only when all its chunks are read/written. A goal of RAIDX is to reduce mean response time by balancing load across the disks.

A strategy to lower response time of a multiple server system is the following: an arriving job should be directed to a faster server if the system is idle; on the other hand, an arriving job should be directed to an idle slower server if the faster servers are busy. The problem with storage is that requests can only be serviced from the disk on which the data resides. A larger disk has more chunks and it is natural that it will get a proportionally larger number of requests. Similarly, slower disks will have more outstanding requests waiting in the queue than faster disks.

The inherent variance in sizes and speeds of RAIDX disks would result in unbalanced load with some disks being under utilized while other disks are bottlenecks. The performance of RAIDX would be closer to the performance of the bottleneck disks. To prevent disk bottlenecks, the workload to the disks must be unbalanced too - faster disks should get proportionally more read/write requests. In RAIDX, we balance disk load by unbalancing the RAIDX workload. Next, we explain how RAIDX unbalances the workload.

Several papers [11]–[13] have shown that only a small percentage of storage space is accessed. Miranda and Cortes [12] showed that in various popular traces, 90% of I/O requests access less than 40% of the storage device. For some traces, less than 0.05% of the storage device is accessed. EMC states that up to 50% of allocated storage is unused [14]. This implies that only a small percentage of storage data are accessed frequently. If frequently accessed data are moved to under utilized disks, then the performance would improve.

It should be noted that under utilized disks are not necessarily the fastest disks. If all frequently accessed data are moved to the faster disks, then they would become the bottleneck when arrival rates increase. The workload is dynamic - the arrival rates change during the day and the data access patterns change during the day. The goal is to ensure that load is balanced dynamically across disks. The RAIDX performance tuner must address three issues: 1) tracking disk utilization, 2) shuffling (moving) storage data between disks, and 3) tracking frequently accessed chunks.

A. Disk utilization

Disk utilization is a measure of a disk’s busy time - the proportion of busy time over total running time. If all the disks of RAIDX contained identical data, then an arriving request should be directed to the disk with no outstanding requests or an SSD with a short queue. (The SSD is an order of magnitude faster than the HDD, so an SSD with a short queue of outstanding requests may service an arriving request faster than an idle HDD.) To balance load, we require a measure of the load at each disk when a request arrives at the array.
We estimate arrival instant disk utilization from arrival instant queue lengths. Each time a request is submitted to RAIDX, we record the number of outstanding requests at each disk and compute a moving average of arrival instant queue lengths.

The disk with the greatest queue length is a bottleneck and frequently accessed chunks from this disk should be moved to disks with smaller queue lengths. If the average arrival instant queue length of all disks is close to 0, then it is best to move frequently accessed data to the fastest disk; if not, it is best to move frequently accessed data to under utilized disks.

B. Shuffling chunks between disks

In RAIDX, each bundle spans \( L \) disks of the array. It is possible that an entire bundle is frequently accessed; it is also possible that a chunk in a bundle is frequently accessed. When all the chunks of a bundle are frequently accessed, then the entire bundle must be moved to under-utilized disks. When a chunk is frequently accessed, only the chunk in the bundle needs to be moved.

In RAID, storage blocks cannot be moved. It must be handled at the file system level. Assume that this is not the case. If data from one stripe is moved to another stripe, then the new data address must be transmitted upward to the file system, which updates the logical block numbers. Without this update, the requests from file system would map to incorrect block disk. Therefore, in RAIDX, data may not be moved from one stripe to another stripe by the RAID controller. (Note that a disk may remap physical blocks to other disk locations, since this movement does not affect the logical block numbering.)

In RAIDX, however, it is possible to move storage data without updating logical block numbers. RAIDX moves data by moving the corresponding chunks and bundles where the data are stored. When chunks and bundles are moved, the only data structure that has to be updated is the RAIDX-lookup table and the associated disk-lookup arrays. Changing the address of chunks and bundles does not impact the file system’s logical block numbers since the file system maps to the same bundle.

For example, Figure 3 is the RAIDX array of Figure 1 with chunk B6-2 of bundle 6 (b[6]=[(1,6), (2,4),(3,5)]) moved to a faster disk 4. This change would be updated in the RAIDX lookup table: as b[6]=[(1,6),(4,4),(3,5)]. Suppose disk 1 is the bottleneck and chunk B6-1 is frequently accessed; if disk 2 is under utilized, the chunk B6-1 on disk1 may be moved on disk 2, so that b[6]=[(2,4),(4,4),(3,5)]. The corresponding changes are also made in the disk-lookup arrays.

Thus, RAIDX moves data between disks by shuffling chunk addresses. The shuffling of chunks and bundles is an atomic (all-or-nothing) operation. Initially, all disks in RAIDX will have free (unallocated) chunks used as temporary chunks for shuffling. A chunk may only be moved to an unused chunk. This ensures atomicity as the chunk is not considered moved until the lookup table is updated. The shuffling occurs during RAIDX’s idle time. If a request arrives during shuffling, the shuffling stops and the request is serviced.

C. Tracking chunk access frequency

The objective is to balance the imbalance of RAIDX hardware. We achieve this by unbalancing the workload so that more requests are serviced by faster disks. To do so, frequently accessed chunks must be moved to faster disks, and less frequently accessed chunks must be moved to larger, slower disks. Thus, RAIDX must track the rates at which chunks are accessed.

RAIDX uses the frequency of access of a chunk to determine the chunk’s placement on disk. This is similar to how cache replacement algorithms determine what data should remain in cache and what data should be evicted. Cache replacement policies such as LRU (Least Recently Used) and LFU (Least Frequently Used) evict blocks from the cache. RAIDX uses similar algorithms to determine chunk placement on disk.

RAIDX tracks the Most Frequently Used (MFU) chunks of the array. When there is a lull in array traffic, RAIDX starts chunk shuffling by moving the most frequently accessed chunk from a bottleneck disk to an under-utilized faster disk. If the fast disk is full, then the least frequently used chunk on the fast disk is swapped out. During chunk shuffling, the algorithm must ensure that there is at most 1 chunk from a bundle on each disk.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The goal of our experimental evaluation is to compare the performance of RAIDX against the performance of RAID. Our implementation of RAIDX, shown in Figure 4, uses the ZeroMQ framework [15], a high speed bus/network transmission protocol. ZeroMQ reduces the number of memory copies and has a minimal packet header size, thereby lowering transmission overhead. In Figure 4, our application, ZMQ-Device, connects the virtual device to a raw block device. We created ZMQ-RAIDX to combine multiple ZMQ-Devices together to form a RAID. Our ZMQ-ToNBD application creates a virtual device that can be mounted on a Linux filesystem. Each of the ZMQ devices connects to a disk. The ZMQ RAIDX stores the RAIDX-lookup table and the performance tuning data structures. We used Multiple Device RAID (MD-RAID) [16]
the Linux software RAID, as the experimental control RAID platform.

Our first two experiments evaluate the overhead of lookup tables in RAIDX. For these experiments, we did not run the performance tuner in RAIDX. The disk array consists of two disks where each disk is a copy of the other - for RAID the redundancy is RAID1, for RAIDX the redundancy is RAIDX-copy. The RAIDX configuration can be local or remote, where local implies that storage and testing computer are in the same box and remote implies that storage is on the network. The RAIDX configuration can have storage cache activated or disabled. Thus, we tested four RAIDX configurations: 1) local with cache, 2) local with no cache, 3) remote with cache, 4) remote with no cache. We tested only one RAID configuration - local with cache activated. The workloads are financial and websearch trace files [17]–[19]. Each workload is executed on a disk array configuration (RAIDX - local with cache, local with no cache, remote with cache, remote with no cache; RAID - local with cache) and the time to complete execution is noted. We ran each workload on a given disk array configuration several times and found that the results were statistically identical.

In the first experiment, we used two identical Samsung 850 EVO 250GB SSD disks. Figure 5 shows the results of our first experiment with similar disks. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the performance slowdown caused by lookup tables in RAIDX. Each bar graph plots RAIDX speedup: the time to run a workload on RAID divided by the time to run the same workload on RAIDX. A speedup of 1 is obtained when RAID and RAIDX have similar times; a value less than 1 is obtained when RAID is faster than RAIDX; a value greater than 1 is obtained when RAID is slower than RAIDX. Our results show that the overhead of lookup tables is not significant. The graph shows that when RAIDX is remote, it is slightly faster than RAID (which is always local); this result is surprising and we conjecture that the superior remote RAIDX performance is a result of storage computation being carried out on a separate computer in remote RAIDX whereas storage and workload computation are carried out on the same computer in local RAID and local RAIDX.

For the next experiment, we used two disks, a 300GB HDD and a 250GB SSD. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the overhead of RAIDX lookup tables without the performance tuner. The results (see Figure 6) show that RAIDX performed slightly better than RAID. The reason for RAIDX’s performance edge is its queuing algorithm, which determines which disk copy should service a read request: when both disk queues are empty RAIDX selects the faster disk while RAID randomly chooses either disk.

Our next experiment evaluates the impact of the performance tuner in RAIDX. For this experiment, we used the same hardware platform as the previous experiment with a 250GB SSD and 300GB HDD disk. We removed redundancy from the array, so the array is configured as RAID0 and RAIDX-zero. Instead of using standard workload traces, we generated a workload. We developed diskSpotcheck [20], a tool that generates random I/O requests on the disks. DiskSpotcheck mimics a multi-user system with various users using various files; the random workload ensures that performance does not include caching effects. The workload consists of write requests, later followed by read requests to the written data. With each array configuration - RAID0 and RAIDX-zero - we ran the workload four times. For each of the four runs, we measured the total time to execute the workload. We generated a total of three random workloads using diskSpotcheck with
different random seeds. Figure 7 plots the results of our experiment. The X-axis specifies the four runs and the Y-axis specifies the mean throughput (for the three workloads). The 99% confidence interval is worst case ±0.006 for the values in the figure. As expected, the run time is constant for RAID. For RAIDX, however, the run time decreases since the performance tuner executes between runs. The performance tuner moves frequently accessed chunks to the faster disk. For RAIDX, throughput increases with each run; there is a 2.5x speedup after the second run.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper develops RAIDX, a new RAID for heterogeneous arrays of disks with varying speeds, sizes, and technologies. RAIDX is unique in that it does not stripe data across disks; RAIDX bundles data across disks. Bundles are composed of chunks, with at most one chunk per disk. The number of chunks per disk varies according to size. Therefore, RAIDX incorporates the capacities of larger disks.

A novel feature of bundles is that chunks are dynamically assigned to bundles. At boot time, a bundle may be assigned chunks from disks, say 1, 2, 3, 4; at a later time, the same bundle may be assigned chunks from disks, say 2, 4, 5, 6. This dynamic assignment of chunks allows RAIDX to balance load across disks and maximize performance. Frequently accessed chunks are moved to faster disks on-the-fly, thereby ensuring that there are no under-utilized disks nor bottleneck disks.

RAIDX provides two types of redundancy, namely RAIDX-parity, which is similar to RAID5, and RAIDX-copy, which is similar to RAID10. The goals of RAIDX are to provide redundancy and parallelism of traditional RAID, and to provide the speeds of the faster disks in the array. Our experiments suggest that RAIDX satisfies these goals. RAIDX is a suitable technology for arrays composed of slower hard disks and faster solid state disks.

RAIDX has a performance tuner that tracks chunk access frequency and determines what chunks should be moved, when they should be moved, and where they should be moved. Thus, RAIDX has computational overhead and traffic overhead. The movement of chunks between disks causes traffic at the disks.

We plan to study the overhead of RAIDX performance tuner. Our preliminary implementation of the performance tuner uses an approximate LFU algorithm. We plan to analyze alternative algorithms for the performance tuner.
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